CATHEDRAL WASH - MARBLE CANYON
Rating: 2A
Length: 1-2 hours
Water: Generally none.
Flash Flood Danger: Low/Moderate
Season: Any
Notes: This hike is in Grand Canyon National Park, no pets allowed.
Waypoints:
Trailhead

12S 442908mE 4076606mN
N36° 50' 01" W111° 38' 25"

Dryfall

12S 444120mE 4076995mN
N36° 50' 14" W111° 37' 36"

Hype
With easy access, a spectacular narrows section, and no major obstacles, it is easy to see why Cathedral
Wash is popular. The hike has a few sections where you have to route find around dryfalls on narrow ledges.
Cathedral Wash is suitable for most, but keep an eye on children.
The hike ends at the Colorado River and makes a great spot to relax and have lunch. You'll often see river
rafters floating by as they start their journey into the perilous Grand Canyon.

Tags: hike, family friendly, beginner, access: 2wd

Trailhead
The trailhead starts just off of highway 89A toward Lee's Ferry.
From Page, AZ:
Go south on highway 89 to Bitter Springs in about 25 miles. Turn north here onto 89A, and follow it 14.3 miles
to just after crossing Marble Canyon and the Colorado River. Turn right on the signed Glen Canyon
Recreation Area / Lee's Ferry road. Follow it 1.3 miles to the signed Cathedral Wash pullout on the left side of
the road. This is the trailhead.

Route
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From the parking area, go down Cathedral Wash, entering Grand Canyon National Park within just a few
minutes.
The first section is pretty, but not particularly impressive. Ledge walking on the right can avoid a possible pool
or two in this section.
When you reach a dryfall, you are about to end the best section of the canyon. The first dryfall can be
bypassed by hiking on the right a minute, then downclimbing a corner to a ledge above the canyon floor.
Follow the ledge a minute or two down canyon until you can get back to the canyon floor.
Continuing down canyon, the next dryfall can also be most easily passed on the right, while the one after can
be passed on the left. Pools in this section can all be bypassed on ledges on either side of the canyon, just
look around for the easiest route.
Unfortunately, the narrows end all too quickly at the Colorado River. Return the way you came.
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